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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 120 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.3in.Pale as the Moon
unfolds in the 16th century on one of the small, sandy Outer Banks islands off the North Carolina
coast. This is the tale of the enduring friendship between a young Indian girl, Gray Squirrel, and a
wild Outer Banks pony. Told primarily from the viewpoint of this visionary young girl, the book
examines the tenuous relationship between the native Indians and the English colonists who settled
on Roanoke Island. Through both mystical and practical means, Gray Squirrel and her pony
manage to prevent war from breaking out, and help the colonists to survive. The story of these
achievements is powerful, filled with adventure and distinguished by bravery. Original and
imaginative, Pale as the Moon offers an alternative understanding of what might have happened to
the Lost Colony of the Outer Banks. This well-crafted historical fiction quickly engages the reader
and transports not only into the past, but also, with vivid description, surrounds with sound, taste
and a clear inviting view of coastal life. Though the story is based on a true historical mystery
about...
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It in a of the best ebook. It is one of the most incredible pdf i actually have go through. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a composed book.
-- Elisha McCullough-- Elisha McCullough

It is really an amazing pdf which i have possibly go through. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very
happy to let you know that this is the best ebook i have got study in my very own life and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Evan Sporer-- Evan Sporer
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